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The Camera Angles Challenge 2016
Films about
Making a Cup of Tea
Members were asked to try to be creative about the use of camera angles while having a go
at making a film on the subject of ‘Making a Cup of Tea’. (NB Some films won’t play on a mobile or tablet)
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Steve filming, with Jack
Reid looking on.

Making a Cup of Tea

Making a Cup of Tea
Steve had planned a story with a kitchen location. When he realised that he didn’t have access to a
suitable kitchen another SCMM member suggested that he needed to “think outside the box” and
perhaps he could think “outside”.
Steve says “The idea of having the prisoner just sprang into my mind.
My imagination (when it gets going) can be a little off the wall, which isn’t necessarily a bad thing. I
got very fired up about the idea. I really wanted to enter into this challenge as it would earmark my
first direct video contribution to the Club.
I had originally intended to focus on technical cleverness, with the slo-mo shots of the cup being
dropped and smashing, and using the Dutch angle to add dramatization. However, I had another
focus when bridging the gap between the overcast and sunny days of filming and I weaved that into
the story along with the music, and I preferred this result in the end.
For me, one of the challenges was trusting (hoping!) that someone would help me by being an actor
for me. After I filmed the clips, I didn’t want to let them down in terms of the time they had
invested, but I had lots of support which made all the difference.”

Alan Moore
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/cameraanglescupoftea.html
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“Australian Tea”
One Cup One Take

“Australian Tea” - One Cup One Take
Alan says his film was done at the last minute. “The cup of tea was still warm by the time it came out
of the editor as a finished disc. There was no practice and no intention of doing it again. It’s the first
video I have done for years apart from Its a Deal.” (“It’s A Deal” is a drama - see here for some
pictures of it being made.)

Dónal Ferris

Through a Child’s Eyes

Through a Child’s Eyes
I got my idea by watching my son following me round the kitchen making his dinner and I was
intrigued by his fascination with what I was doing. The video ended up being a lot shorter than I
had planned as it seemed quite dry without any dialogue which is why I chose to speed it up and
add the music to bring a bit of whimsy and humour.
This was my first film at SCMM and I was very nervous about showing it but I enjoyed it a lot in the
end as I got very positive feedback.
If I were to make it again with more time I would aim to make it more polished as some shots
didn't come out as I had hoped but I planned, shot and edited it in three hours as I was quite short
of time. For this reason I am proud of what I achieved in a short space of time.
I loved that it was a challenge rather than a competition as it was my first project shown to SCMM
and my first project in around 9 years so it took the pressure off making a highly polished and
perfect final piece and more importantly it was a lot of fun to play around with. I would love to see
more quick challenges like this in the future- maybe a challenge to make a 60 second movie, or a
challenge to shoot a movie with only a maximum number of angles.

Andy Wills

http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/cameraanglescupoftea.html
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“Making a Cup of Tea”

“Making a Cup of Tea”
I wanted to do a cup’s POV, so first I had to buy a BIG cup. I put my GoPro inside.
Another challenge could be “Washing My Hair” - I can’t wait to see Julian’s!

Mike Duxbury

“A Cup above the Rest”

“A Cup above the Rest”
Although I've edited hundreds of programmes over my professional career I've never conceived and
made my own film before. I didn't want to enter a competition so this challenge was the perfect
opportunity for me to have a go. I can't make a film without a story, so I came up with a 'Keeping
up Appearances' scenario with a cup as the Hyacinth Bucket character. Just like the silliness of it,
really.
The main lesson I learnt was that tea doesn't draw in cold water. Never knew that before! I didn't
have a GoPro so, to get my 'cam in the cup' shots I glued a Creme Fraiche carton with the bottom
cut out on to a piece of glass. I then placed the camera underneath the glass and filmed up through
the cut-out carton. Looking good so far and we started rolling. Fiona put in the teabag and poured
cold water into 'cup.' However, the water did not turn brown. So, for the next take I used hot water.
That worked fine, but the hot water softened the glue and the water started to leak out over the
glass. I had to do another take during which the leak got worse. I switched off the camera, grabbed
the glass and ran to the sink, narrowly avoided flooding Jill's kitchen completely. Ah, the joys of
film-making!

http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/cameraanglescupoftea.html
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Mike with Fiona Dunn filming “A Cup Above the Rest”
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“The Last Cup”

“The Last Cup”
This was the first directed film I have produced and shown. I wanted to create a film with
suspense and with a surprise ending.
It was filmed whilst I was away on holiday. It was forecasted to rain all day and I decided it was
a good way to pass the time. I also decided to incorporate the rain into the film. I used the
dripping tap to mirror the rain dripping from the leaf in the opening shot and create unease.
I used the Dutch angle (which I learned from Mike Duxbury's session) to show the rain through
the window to instill eerieness. In the early scenes I used the picking of the figs to introduce
intrigue through a secondary subject. The tension is broken by revealing a mystery intruder to
be a friendly/amusing character which hopefully puts the viewer into a false sense of security.
The final few shots show a more sinister character looking in. The colour changes to black and
white and a rotting fig is shown being eaten by wasps before the camera approaches the house
in a frenzied way. The final scene again shows the dripping tap, the rain and the Dutch angle all
in black and white leaving the viewer to speculate what has happened in the kitchen.

Jill Lampert

The Perfect Housewife

The Perfect Housewife
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/cameraanglescupoftea.html
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There was no planning, and it shows! But I loved doing it.
My film was made in a rush. I had planned to do fancy shots with a slider and extreme close-ups
with a special lens, but no story…just shots of making a cup of tea. And then on the morning of
the shoot (the day before the films were to be shown) I suddenly had an idea for a story, and I’m
afraid the camera angles rather went out the window!
The only interesting camera angle I used was a slider with the camera panning as it moved along
the slider.

Extreme close-up of sugar that didn’t
make it into the film.

Doug Hemmings

Time for Tea 2

Time for Tea 2
I like the challenges set by the club. It generally gives members a genuine thought provoking
project.
The making tea was one of those projects.
Five years ago I made a film about making a cup of tea and wanted to improve upon that film. I
embraced the camera angles and put a waterproof camera in a pirex dish so that I could film the
water from the tap pouring into the kettle. I used the dish rather than the actual kettle because it
gave more light for the camera. I also used the dish to pour the tea from the tea pot for the same
reason. The other shots were taken close up with the camera either placed on the sink or on a
tripod high up looking down at the action. The walking shots are all taken low down purposely not
showing the persons face. The tea drinker was not revealed until the last shots.

Gordon Hunt
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/cameraanglescupoftea.html
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Wake up With Tea

Wake up With Tea
I have a compulsion to make complete films with a Beginning, Middle and End, Captions and Music.
So I wanted an extra narrative as well as the simple tea making process. Hence... Getting Up.
I wanted the film to be Fast and Short. Every shot is cut to a minimum, showing just the essence
of the action.
I had to have music. I searched the iTunes store for 'Tea' and got some odd results, then searched
for 'Cup of tea' and found the song you heard. The song was too long, so I took the beginning and
the end and joined them together... Ten seconds too short. I took part of the 'middle eight' (bars)
instrumental. ( Probably 4 bars ) and put it between the middle and the end. This made the one
minute.
I was working alone so it was hard to shoot the transformation shot at the end.
With the curtains and blinds drawn I locked off the tripod and started the camera, then walked into
the end position several times looking dishevelled and leaned against the cupboard. Then I opened
the curtains and blinds, combed my hair and tried to get back into the 'leaning on cupboard'
position, Then I straightened up and smiled.
The leaning positions did not match so I had to shift the picture slightly on one of them to do the
mix. ( The cupboard moves )

Debbie Daniels

It Must be Love

It Must be Love
This video is not all it seems. Rather than being the little tea angel she looks, Gracie had never
made a cup of tea before, so the first thing we had to do was teach her! It was a bit of fun, filmed
on my Samsung smart phone (hand held) and edited very simply in Windows Movie Maker.
I enjoyed doing it and it didn’t take long! And the bonus is that Gracie can now make me a cup of
tea!
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NB Some films may not be available on smartphones or tablets.
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/cameraanglescupoftea.html
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